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organic chemistry - wikipedia - organic chemistry is a subdiscipline of chemistry that studies the structure,
properties and reactions of organic compounds, which contain carbon in covalent bonding. study of structure
determines their chemical composition and formulaudy of properties includes physical and chemical
properties, and evaluation of chemical reactivity to understand their behavior. organic chemistry i - rutgers
university - organic chemistry is the chemistry of carbon and its compounds. organic molecules constitute the
essence of life (fats, sugars, proteins, dna), and also permeate our everyday lives (cotton, polyester,
toothpaste, plastics, etc). chemistry’s top two commercial fields are organic dominated: pharmaceuticals and
polymers. an introduction to organic chemistry - cffet - introduction to organic chemistry chem. nat.
substances p3 an introduction to organic chemistry organic chemistry is the study of carbon containing
compounds and their properties. this includes the great majority of chemical compounds on the planet, but
some substances such from organic chemistry - (ucr) department of chemistry - organic chemistry
describes the structures, properties, preparation, and reactions of a vast array of molecules that we call
organic compounds. there are many different types of organic compounds, but all have carbon as their
principal constituent atom. these carbon introduction to organic chemistry and biochemistry introduction to organic chemistry and biochemistry part i - organic chemistry hydrocarbons are molecules that
contain only hydrogen and carbon atoms each carbon atom forms 4 bonds and each hydrogen forms 1 bond
hydrocarbons include (among other things) alkanes - all single bonds between carbons
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